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Key events in developed markets next week
Bank of England expected to hold whilst US data puts the Fed on course for a
June rate hike, but what else is going on in developed markets next week?
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Federal Reserve: On course for June
The positive write-up on the US economy within the Federal Reserve’s FOMC statement coupled
with firm inflation readings that have been posted over the past month (look for another rise in
CPI this week) all point to a June interest rate rise.
Another strong April jobs report, seeing unemployment fall to a new 18-year low and wages
remaining on a gradual upward trend should reinforce those market expectations, which
currently give it a 90% chance of happening. It would also offer support to our own forecasts of
two additional hikes after the June move. The commentary from Federal Reserve officials
suggests a growing sense that tighter monetary policy is required and we expect this message
to continue given several regional Fed President and Governors are slated to speak.

Bank of England set to buy itself time as consumer worries mount
Market expectations for a May rate hike have collapsed since Governor Carney sounded the
alarm a couple of weeks ago. It now looks likely that the Bank will hold fire next week as
concerns about the consumer reach a new level. By some measures, retailers have faced the
worst quarter since the financial crisis, as the real income squeeze toxically combined with

higher business rates and minimum wage rises. Worryingly, consumer credit has also since
collapsed, as banks seek to reduce loan availability.
Whilst this might prove to be a blip, we suspect the Bank’s preference is to buy time to see how
things play out. But barring a further deterioration in retail space, we suspect the BoE’s
preference is still for tighter policy as wage growth continues to show signs of life. We think an
August rate hike is still likely – after all, the window to tighten policy could close fairly rapidly
over the summer, as Brexit talks head for a noisy conclusion later in the year.

Attention on German industrial data after a disappointing first two months
Hard economic data in the first two months of the year were a disappointment in Germany.
Therefore, the entire batch of industrial data for March should get more attention than usually.
Even though slightly distorted by the Easter break, industrial production should rebound
significantly. If not, “Berlin, we got a problem” could quickly become a real possibility for
Germany’s economic outlook.

Inflation in focus for Scandinavia
In Scandinavia, the week’s key data will be Norwegian and Swedish inflation figures on
Wednesday. While Easter effects will muddy the waters somewhat, we’re looking for solid
headline figures (2.3% and 1.7% respectively) as energy price increases feed through. But core
inflation in both Norway and Sweden is likely to remain some way below 2%.
Also worth watching is the Riksbank minutes released on Tuesday morning. The central bank’s
dovish stance combined with weak data has led to a marked depreciation in SEK since February,
so further clues on policy-makers views could be important for the currency market.
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Key events in EMEA and Latam next week
Expect a data heavy week in EMEA and Latam next week, combined with a
sprinkle of central bank action from Serbia and Romania
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NBR vs NBS a tale of two central banks
We expect the National Bank of Romania (NBR) to hike the key rate by 25bp to 2.50% on 7 May
as political pressures subside. With inflation inching higher and a likely upward revision in the
short-term inflation profile, after recent upside surprises, the NBR cannot afford the credibility
cost of doing nothing. Firm liquidity management, though not committed, already tightened
the policy stance significantly and this hike might be followed by a long data dependent pause.
In Serbia, inflation stands below the National Bank of Serbia's (NBS) target band and the RSD
firming pressures prompted central bank intervention to curb them. The above expectations of
1Q18 GDP growth might play against NBS plans to ease further, through another key rate cut
25bp to 2.75% accompanied by the narrowing of the standing facilities corridor to +/-100bp,
which offsets most of the easing in the context of surplus liquidity is the most likely scenario in
our view.

Hungary: softening industrial production and accelerating inflation
In Hungary, we see industrial production softening further based on recent PMI and business
confidence indicators. Budget data might remain ugly at first sight, as the government
continues to pre-finance EU projects from the budget. The headline inflation is expected to
accelerate to 2.3% on the back of an increase in fuel, food and clothing prices.

Czech data mix
Next week's data releases might surprise on the downside, especially as year-on-year dynamics
for March industrial production and retail sales including cars could end in negative territory.
This is driven not only by the calendar bias, as March 2018 had 2 less working days compared
with last year, but also very high base effects from March 2017.
April inflation will remain below the 2% target and if food prices do not surprise significantly
again by falling, it might slightly accelerate in year-on-year terms compared with March. The
share of unemployed people will decline, continuing to signal an overheated labour market and
a lack of a suitable workforce.

Inflation in the CIS space
In the CIS space, inflation data will be in focus in Russia and Ukraine. In the Russian case, we see
headline CPI remaining at 2.4% on the a back of core CPI edging higher from 1.8% to 2% with
underlying inflation being likely to have passed its trough with recovering consumption, but it is
mostly an expected performance.
In the Ukrainian case, we think monthly inflation is set to decelerate slightly, especially with the
government's decision to not hike natural gas prices as required by the IMF programme. Also,
Russian Services PMI is worth monitoring after the manufacturing index surprised to the upside,
weathering effects of the US sanctions on business confidence.
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Asia week ahead: Malaysia goes to the polls
It’s an eventful week in Asia, as Malaysians decide the fate of incumbent
Prime Minister Najib Razak, the Philippines gets set to tighten rates and USChina trade talks either reduce or refuel risks to the region's export-led growth
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China: April data dump begins
China’s activity data for April will shed light on the economy’s performance coming into the
second quarter of the year, while the trade war clouds the outlook. After underperforming in
2017, China’s exports have performed well so far this year. The 13% year-on-year export
growth in 1Q18 was the third best after Vietnam and Malaysia. The consensus of 8% growth in
April indicates some tapering of the strength.
Will the US Treasury Secretary's mission to China bear fruit? There is scepticism stemming from
President Trump’s “walk out” threat if talks don’t move in the US's desired direction. Hopefully,
we should have some clarity on this before the weekend. The outcome of trade talks, rather
than hard data, will set the tone for both Chinese and global markets in the coming week.
Hong Kong GDP for 1Q18 and Taiwan trade and inflation are other data releases from Northeast
Asia.

8%

Consensus on China export
growth in April

Malaysia: Politics overshadows economics
Malaysia’s 14th General Election will be held on Wednesday, 9 May. The incumbent Barisan
Nasional coalition of Najib Razak has been losing its grip on power since the last two elections. It
could be even worse this time with contests against stronger opposition under the veteran

leadership of Dr. Mahathir Bin Mohamad. Our base case is that BN loses some more ground to
the opposition but retains overall control. Yet we think the vote is too close to call (see “
Malaysian elections: Too close to call?”).
Politics will certainly put the economy on the backburner. Malaysia’s central bank (BNM) will
announce its monetary policy decision the day after the vote and in all likelihood, it will not
alter policy. While Malaysia’s growth-inflation dynamics continue to favour stable macro policy,
we retain our view of monetary policy normalisation with one more 25bp rate hike in the third
quarter, once the political jitters lift.

Indonesia and Philippines: Increased policy risks
We will also get the 1Q18 GDP data from Indonesia and the Philippines. Our forecast of steady
GDP growth close to the 4Q17 pace of 5.2% YoY for Indonesia and 6.9% for Philippines, is at risk
from weak exports in the first quarter. While weak currencies failed to propel exports from these
economies, high inflation weighed on domestic demand. The central banks in both countries
have been flagging policy tightening to rein in inflation and stem currency weakness, prompting
a shift in our view of the rate policy in both from no change to two 25bp rate hikes this year.
The Philippines central bank (BSP) holds a policy meeting on Thursday, 10 May. Our Philippines
economist, Joey Cuyegkeng, now expects the BSP monetary policy board to raise rates by 25bp
to 3.25%.

3.25%

ING forecast of BSP policy rate
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